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0. Introduction

Let (M,g) be an oriented Riemannian manifold of finite dimension and let C be a closed

subset of the Euclidean space Rk . In this paper we illustrate some results on harmonic

maps u : M -» C which were obtained in collaboration with Chen Yun-Mei. Our first

purpose was to find a generalization of the usual deflnition of a harmonic map between two

Riemannian manifolds in order to consider less regular target spaces. Our second aim was

to extend a result by Chen and Siruwe about the heat flow of harmonic mappings into

manifolds with boundary.

In contrast to the "smooth case" (namely, when C U a manifold without boundary), not

much is known on harmonic maps about the case when C has a non empty boundary.

Most of the papers in this non smooth case treat of regularity results for energy minimizing

maps (see for example [9], [ 11 ] and the references therein). The existence of a non constant

local minima for the energy integral was proved in (13] incase M is the two-sphere and C

is the complement of an open bounded subset of RJ . This result was generalized in {151.

Even though several papers are devoted to the study of local minima of the energy

integral on maps u taking values in a manifold with boundary, there is as yet no general

definition of stationary point for the energy functional (a harmonic map). Actually, the

definition which is commonly used in the smooth case cannot be used in the context of the

papers mentioned above, since the presence of a "boundary" in the target space acts as an

unilateral constraint, that is it has the effect of an obstacle condition. As a consequence,

local minima for the energy integral on admissible maps u : M -» C need not to be

harmonic in the usual sense.

The case when M has dimension one, which corresponds to the case of geodesies in

C was considered by Marino and Scdozzi in [14], by Scoknzi in (16) and more recently

by Canino in [1]. In those papers, the authors investigate the existence, multiplicity and

local uniqueness of geodesies into a manifold with boundary. Their variational definition of

geodesic is based on the notion of subdifferential in the sense of De Giorgi, Marino and

Tosques [8]. In order to consider the higher dimensional case we prefer to compute the

subdifTcrential of the energy with respect to the H1 topology instead of the L2 topology,

which is generally uted in dimension one.

The paper is organized as follows. In the first Section we give the definition of weak

harmonic map and we point out the main properties of harmonic maps in case the target

space is a manifold with boundary. These preliminary remarks allows us to compute die

Eulcr-I^giwgceqiiadonsforu^enci^integralonrnapsu:M^C(seeProrxwi^ 1.5),

that is we characterize weak harmonic maps as distributional solutions to a systems of

elliptic partial differential equations. The result we achieve here extends a theorem proved

by Duzaar in [9] for energy minimizing harmonic maps.
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In Section 2 we consider the heat flow for harmonic maps. Using the results in the

previous sectioi) we arc able to extend the existence and partial regularity result proved by

Chen and Stniwe in [3] la the case of target manifolds with boundary.

1. Weak harmonic maps

We briefly recall the notion of subdifferentUl of a function which was introduced by De

Giorgj, Marino and Tosques in (8).

Let H be a nonned space. We denote by H' its dual and by ( • . - > the duality

product For a function / : H - • | -~ ,+« ] we denote by D(f) the set of points in H

where / is finite. For a point U E D ( / ) die subdifferentia) of / at u is the set

/ < v > -37(u) I CWrT I liminf
V—H)

* 0 )II V - U II

We shall say that u is stationary from below for / if Oe d"/(u), that is if

v-»u

It is easy to see that d~/(u) » ( / ( u ) ) in case / is Frechet differentiable on H. For later

convenience, we notice thai for a pair of functions E, I : H —» J- - \+H it results

d"(E + I)(u) 3 d'E(u) + d"I(u) for every ue D{E)r\D(I>. Moreover, if the functional E

is Frechet differentiable at the point u.then

d"(E + IXu) - EGO + d"I(u) V tK D(I).

Now we apply these definitions to the case of harmonic maps. For simplicity, we

assume that (M.g) is a compact and oriented Riemannian manifold without boundary. For

the moment we do not make any assumption on the set C c Rk- We choose as H the

Sobolev space H'(M,Rk) with the usual norm. We denote by H'(M,Rk ) its dual space,

by ( • . • > the duality product between H- ' fJUt^ and H>(M,Rk), and we set

H'(M,Q - ( u€H1(M.Rk) 1 u(x)eC fora.e. x e M } .

The energy of a map ue H'(M,Rk) is denned by

E(u)

where, in local coordinates on M,

e(uXx)«£

Je(u)dM
M

(gij)1 .

and dM is the unit volume element with respect to the Riemannian metric g on M.
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The functional E is of class C1 on H'(M.Rt) and E'(u) = - A M U e H<(M,R k ) .

Instead of restricting the functional E to the nonlinear constraint H'(M,Q we consider

the functional / = E + Ic : H l(M,Rk) - • {0.+H, where Ic is the indicatrix functional of

the set H'(M.Q,thatis

1 0 if K H > ( M , C )

+ - otherwise in H ' ( M . R k ) .
Since E is Frechet differentiaWe on H'(M.Rk) we have thai

d'(E + IXu) - -AMU + d'lcOO V ue H'(M.C),

where the suodifferential of Ic at • point ue H'(M,O is the set

.{o.fri<w»i ihMp ^•.\';>*°)-p

veH'(M.C)
Definition 1.1. We shall say that a map UE H'(M,O is a weak harmonic map if it is

stationary from below for the functional E + Ic on Hl(M,Rk), that is if

(1.1)

We first show that in case C is t smooth manifold with empty boundary our definition is

equivalent to the usual definition of weak harmonic map.

Proposition 1.2. Let C be a smooth submanifold of Rk without boundary, and let u

be a map in H'(M,Q. Then the following sentences are equivalent.

i) u isasolmiontothtdifferensialincluaon(Ll);

v-u'TnHl
veH'(M,C)

E(v)-E(u) a

for every teH 1(M,Rk) such that

t(x)eTu(,yC for almost every xeM;

= 0 for every 0 path 9 : ]-EJE[ -> H'(M>Rk) such that

<p(t)€ H'(M,C) for every t, and <p(0) = u.

iu)

iv) 1

Weak harmonic maps are usually defined Hough condition iv), and hence the equivalence

between iv) and i) justifies the Definition 1.1.

Proof. We already know that (1.1) is equivalent to

E(v) • E(u) n
('•2) ton'l>(,,i iiZ^11 2 U

v-»u in H1 " v u "

V€H'(M.C)

and hence the implication ii) =* i) is evident. The equivalence between i) and iii) is a

consequence of a more general result on d~Ic(u). We claim thai a distribution a in
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H'(M.Rk) belongs to 9Tc(u) if and only if a is normal»the manifold C along the

map u, in the sense that { 0 . t > - 0 for every te H l(M.Rk) such that t(x)€ T ^ C

almost everywhere on M. The proof of the "if part" is quite simple and we omit it. We

limit ourselves to prove the converse in order to underline the role played by the

smoothness assumptions on C (namely, by the condition: 3C = 0) . It is not restrictive to

assume that u is bounded, since the general case follows via a truncation argument We

fix a OEcTIdu) and a bounded tangential vectorfield t e H W r ( M . R k ) , and we define

(1.3) W(tji)« Kc(u(x) +1 t(x)) ,
whenTxc is the projection of minimal distance from an open neighborhood of C into C
Since u and t are bounded and of class H', and since the projection *c is continuously
differentiable, from the composition theorems in Sobolev spaces we see that for e > 0
small enough the map U:] -«£(xM-»H 1 (M,R k ) U well defined and it is of class C .
Moreover we have that

(1.4) y«((U)"t(x),

and since o belongs to the subdifTerential of Ic at u we get

(1.5) 02timsup ( c .
II W(t. • ) - u II

Standard computations bated on (1.4) and (1.3) show that ( O , t(x) > - 0 for every
tangential vectorfield T€H'nL-(M1Rk). Finally, a density argument leads to the
conclusion that O is normal to the manifold C along the map u, and this completes the
proof of the equivalence between i) and iii). The proof of the implication i) => iv) follows
from the equivalence between i) and ( U ) , since for every smooth path <p(t) through u it
results

rnn — ' * ± ll<p (0)11 -£ •H<P(W||XQ.

Now we assume that iv) holds, and we prove that in this case AMU is normal toC. We

can assume again that u is bounded, and by density we can limit ourselves to prove that

< A M U , T ) = O for every tangential vectorfield t € H l n L - ( M , R k ) . For. it suffices to

consider the path # 0 « «&,) , where 11 is defined in (1.3). Since iv) holds, from (1.4)

we immediately get ( -AMU, t ) = 0 , and this concludes the proof of the Proposition. *

Let us consider now the case of target manifolds C with boundary. From the technical
point of view the main difference with the smooth case is that the projection of minimal
distance from C is no more differentiable on its domain. Actually, Proposition 1.2 does
not apply unless dC is convex (compare with Hamilton, [12]). This convexity hypothesis
is in general required for the existence of non constant maps u satisfying iii), but it is not
satisfied in several circumstances, as for example in [141, HI. [13], where the existence of
harmonic maps in the sense of (1.1) has been proved. Since the possibility to look at
harmonic maps from different point of view is often useful, our first aim is to find a

suitable generalization to iii) in Proposition 1.2 in order to obtain a geometrical

characterization of solutions to the differential inclusion (1.1). The result we obtain in this

direction is a fundamental tool in the study of the heat flow for harmonic maps (compare

with Section 2).

The notion of tangent space in the sense of Differential Geometry which is used in

Proposition 1.2 is not adapted to cover the case of manifolds with boundary. In the place of

it we shall use the definition of tangent cone given by Bouligand. For any closed set C in

Rk we denote by d(-,C) the distance function from C Let ueC and t€ Rk be two

given points. We shall say that T is a tangent vector to C at u if

.. .„, _d(u + ht.C) , n

h-»0+ n

The set of all tangent vectors to C at u isaclosedcone.lt will be called the tangent cone
to C at u and it will be denoted by %C It is clear that %C coincides with the tangent
space TUC in the sense of Differential Geometry in case C is a smooth manifold and u
does not belong to the boundary of C.

In order to simplify the exposition we shall limit ourselves to compact manifolds with
boundary. Actually, we just need some bound on the geometry of C. For example, we can
consider also a target manifold C which is the closure of a smooth open subset of Rk

with compact boundary. In order to describe %C we embed C in a supporting manifold
S such that C has positive distance from 9S. For every ue dC we denote by
co(u)e TuSnT£dC the inward pointing nonnal vector to C with respect to S. Then,

{ T U S if u e C N d C

( t e T n S I T-ra(u) 2 0 ) if uedC
(see the picture below).

w(u)

- 5 -
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Let u be a map of class H<(M.C). We shall say that a map TeH'(M.R*) is an # / ' -

tangential vectorfield to C along u if t ^ T ^ C for almost every x e H L e t o bea

fixed form in H-^M.R*). We shall say that a is an H-* - normal distribution to C along

u if

<O, t > £ 0 foreveryH1- tangential vectorfieldtoCalong u.

The following Proposition is proved in [4], Section 1.

Proposition 1.4. Let C be a smooth compact subman^old of Rfc tuifA boundary and

let u be a map in H l(M,Q.rken d~Ic(u) ir the set ofall H-1 -normal distributions to

C along u. In particular, u is harmonic in the sense cf Definition 1.1 ifand only if

AMU iron ft1 -normal distribution to C along u .

Proposition 1.4 can be used in older to compute the Euler - Lagnnge equations for the

energy functional on H>(M,C) (see [4], Theorem 3.1). The statement of this result needs

some notation. For u in the supporting surface S we denote by A(u): T.SxT,S -» TjS

the second fundamental form of S at u and for ue dC we denote by

b(u): TadCxTadC -> R the second fundamental form of 3Cat u relative to S.

Proposition IS. Let C be at in Proposition 1.4 and let u be a map in H^QA.Q.Then

u u a weak harmonic map if and only if there ados a Radon measure X on M with

(16)

and such that for every testing Junction <K«H lnL-(MJlk) it results

(1.7) f

As in [9] (compare with Corollary 2.9), it can be proved that for • sufficiently regular

hannanic map u it results

Let us notice that (1.6) implies -b(uXDuJ5u) a 0 a.e. on u" l(dO. As it was already

observed by Duzaar. this last inequality can be seen as a concavity condition on C in

points where the image of u "essentially touches" the boundary of C In particular, the

right hand side of (1.7) vanishes if die boundary of C is empty or convex.

To conclude this section we consider the Dirichlet's problem for weak harmonic maps in

case M is a manifold with boundary. For every fixed map g in H'(M.C) we denote by

H ' ( M , O the set of all maps u Ui H'(M,C) suchdut u - g vanishes on the boundary of

M. A map ucrl ' (M.Q is a weak solution to the Dirichlet's problem for harmonic maps

from M into C with boundary data gcH>(M,C)if

Vr+U "

verlJ(M.C)
This condition means that u is stationary from below for the functional E + Ic on the

affine space H* (MJRk).

Remark 1.4. In thus Remark we consider the case of geodesies, that is we assume that

the domain M has dimension one. In this case some existence results are available in the

literature. Under suitable assumptions on the target manifold C (with boundary), Marino

and Scolozzi have generalized in [14] a result by Morse and Serre on the existence of

infinitely many geodesies in C joining two given points. In [16] and [1] a well known

existence result of Luuemik and Fet hat been extended to the case of manifolds with

boundary.

We briefly recall the definition of geodesic which is used in die papers mentioned above.

In case that M has no boundary,a geodesic is a map ueH'(M,C) satisfying

(1.8)

V€H»(M.O

Under suitable assumptions on the target manifold C every solution to (1.8) is of class

WW(M.R*). It turns out diat this regularity result is quite useful. In particular, it is

generally used in order to obtain a geometrical dunctehzation to solutions to (1.8) (see for

example HI. Theorem 2.2). In die higher dimensional case this approach produces some

technical difficulties, since it is wed known that might exist harmonic maps u : M -» C

which are not of class W « if M has large dimension (even if C has no boundary). In

the case of geodesies, the convenience in using the I? approach consists in die fact that die

energy subkvels of the functional E + lc on the space L*(M,Rk) are compact This

compactness property has been used in [14], [16] and [I] in older to apply some Lusiemik-

Schiuitliiiwn tnd dicgoty type teguments.
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2. The heat tlow for kanmmte mappings

In this section we assume that M is a tn-dimenstoaal, compact and oriented Rkmamtian
manifold without boundary, and that C is a smooth and compact submanifold of Rk

(possibly with boundary). We shall consider the Cauchy problem for the evolution
inclusion

(2.1) - doKut) c d-B(u(t^)) on R+ x M

for maps u:R+xM ^ C In order to introduce a suitable notion of weak solution to th«

diffcRntial inclusion (2.1) we obtervc that it it formally equivalent to

-d,u + AMU€d-Ic(u) on R+xM.

ByProposibonlAthesubdiflerertialofthefuiictioiia! lc at a point ueH1(M.Rk) is the
set of all normal distributioiu c*fri(M.Rk) to Calong u.

Definition 2.1. Let u : R+xM~»C bt a map unifying

(2.2) 3,ueL2(R+xM) and n, Vu c L-(R*L?(M)).

Then u is a global weak solution to (2.1) if for every testing function

9eH1(R+xM,Rk) mi* compact support and such that f (M)e 1 i ( U )C almost

everywhereon R+xM It results

(23)
R+x M

)dMdt 2 0.

Similarly to the elliptic case, it can be proved that the differential inclusion (2.1) is
equivalent to a parabolic differential equation involving measures on R + x M . In
particular, in case C has empty (or convex) boundary, a map u : R+ x M -* C
satisfying (2.2) is a global weak solution lo (2.1) if and only if n is a distributional
solution to the parabolic equation

(2.4) d*i(U) - AMU + A(uXDuJ)u) * 0 on R+ x M.

In the celebrated paper [10], Eells and Sampson have proposed die study of die Cauchy
problem for (2.4) in older to attach the following question: given a smooth initial data
Uo: M -4 C, can UQ be deformed into a harmonic map ? In [10] it is proved mat this
question has a positive answer in case C has non positive sectional curvature, by proving
that the equation (2.4) has a unique, global and regular solution u(u) satisfying

-6-

(2.5) u ( 0 . ) - u o onM.

Moreover. u(U) defines a homotopy between the initial map UQ and a harmonic map vu,
which is obtained as the limit of u(t, •) as t - t « . It is wed known that this result is no
longer true in case C does not satisfy the above assumption on the curvature.
Nevertheless, one can ask whether there exists a distributional solution to problem (2.4),
satisfying (2J) in the sense of traces. This problem has been completely solved by Struwe
in [17] (for the two dimtasionai case) and by Chen and Struwe in (5] for the higher
dimensional case. The result which is presented below has been obtained in collaboration
with Chen Yun-Mei (see [4], Theorem 4.6) and h generalises me existence and partial
regularity result proved in [5] to the use of target manifolds with boundary, like in [5].
we approximate the differential inclusion (2.1) by a sequence of parabolic differential
equations for maps u: R+ x M -* Rk. The approximating problems we use are OK
following:

+ KjjjJ(u,C)1-0 onR+xM,I(26)
u(0, • ) • u« on M,

Has,S(-,C) is a suitable function on Rk, such mat 8(u,Q»d(u,P for u inasmaU

neighborhood of C and K is a constant whkh has to be send to infinity. By using

Gaterkin's method, for every K we obtain the existence of a distributional solution ut

satisfying (2.2). Because of the presence of the boundary in the target space, the

nonlinearity in problem (2.6) is only Upschkz continuous, and consequently me solution to

(2.6) is at most of class W**(M.Rk) for every pa [l,+~(. Nevertheless, it U still

possibte to apply die method in [5] in o i t o to pass to the limit as K - * - . This method is

basedcma'iranotorudryfotmu^fefuivlanienulst^

Theorem 2A Ut UQ: M-»C be a map of class W^KtRk) for every pe[l.+-(.
Then there exists a global weak solution a : R+ x M -»C to the evolution problem

(2.1), (2J), with E(u(t, •)) S E(uo) and u, V^u, 3,u in ̂  ((R+xM) \ E) for every

V*[\,*H,where the singular set Z is closed and it has locally finite m-dimaukmal

Hausdorff measure with respect to the parabolic mtvic o.

Moreover, as \ -* — suitably, a sequence u(i, -) converges weakly in H'CM.R*)

to a harmonic map u«: M -» C with energy E(u») £ E(uo). The map n . is of class

W2-P(M M^,) for every pe [1.4~[, where £ • Is closed and it has finite (m-2) -

dimensional Hausdorffmeasure.

- 9 -
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The study of the heat flow of harmonic maps is not jet complete, even in the "smooth"

case. The blow-up phenomenon was investigated by Coron and Ghidaglia [6], Ding [7],

Chen and Ding [3]. and by Chang and Ding [2]. We refer also to the lecture by Chen Yun-

Mri for a report on the questions which are still unsolved in this context In the situations in

which singularities can occur, it would be of interest to investigate the shape of the singular

sets £ and £.» In particular, one might expect sharper estimates on their dimension. For

the case 3C - 0 , (he estimate on the dimension of £ was unproved by Zheng in (Zhl|.

Looking again at the approximation argument which is used in [5] and in the proof of

Theorem 12, it is not clear whether or not the sequence (uk)k has a unique limit as K

goes lo infinity. Finally, comparing Theorem 12 with the existence and uniqueness result

by Eells and Sampson, it is clear mat should be a strict relation between the sectional

curvature of the manifold C and the compactness of the approximating sequence (m\.

This relation could be used in order to extend the results by Eells and Sampson to the case

of target manifolds with boundary.
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